ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability in partnership with the CIVITAS SUMP-PLUS project is pleased to invite you to the 37TH BREAKFAST AT SUSTAINABILITY’S (B@S)

TOPIC: Enhancing SUMP\textsuperscript{s} through transition pathways and implementation strategies

Wednesday 27 April 2022, 9:30–13:00, online

DRAFT AGENDA

09:30 Welcome from Marijke De Roeck, CIVITAS SUMP-PLUS Project Coordinator

PLACEHOLDER: DG MOVE representative

09:50 SUMP\textsuperscript{s} and the need for implementation strategies
- Peter Jones, Professor of Transport and Sustainable Development, University College London, UK
  \textit{How further guidance on implementation strategies complements the existing SUMP guidelines}

The role of transition pathways in sustainable mobility
- Steve Wright, Principal Researcher, Vectos, UK
  \textit{From shorter-term implementation strategies to longer-term transition pathways}
- Charlotte Halp\textsuperscript{e}rn, Tenured Researcher in Political Science, Sciences Po, Paris, France
  \textit{Governance and engagement: solutions for implementation strategies and transition pathways}

10:45 Coffee Break (15’)

11:00 An introduction to six co-created city labs
- Timothy Durant, Associate Director – International, Vectos, Germany

Two cities tell their stories:
- Stavroula Tournaki, Senior Expert, Technical University of Crete, Platanias, Greece
  \textit{A small island municipality’s steps to co-create its first SUMP}
- Stuart Blackadder, Innovation Strategy Officer, Transport for Greater Manchester, UK
  \textit{How cross-sector links are bringing this city closer to realising its long-term vision}

11:55 Discussion/Panel debate

13:00 Closing words and upcoming opportunities

REGISTRATION: Please register here to participate